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we have also extended the build process to better support devices beyond the common x86 windows operating systems
that you will end up using. the builds that we currently provide include those for: precision tegra 2 arm windows tablet

precision tegra 2 arm windows phone precision tegra 2 arm windows xp smartphone precision tegra 2 arm windows vista
smartphone precision tegra 2 arm windows 7 smartphone because this is really meant as a base to further extend, we have
left the vast majority of the winpe tools completely untouched. in fact, in all but a couple of areas, we leave the winpe tools
just as they came from acronis. in a couple cases, we have adjusted the tools to make them more suitable for buildng the

kinds of images you would end up using. the list of the customizations we have made include:acronis true image
workstation 8x64.isoacronis true image workstation 2008 for 64-bitacronis true image workstation 2008 for 32-bit once you

have installed the acronis true image echo workstation on your pc or device, you are now ready to start backing up your
data with this application. the first thing you will see when you start the acronis true image workstation is a tab called tools.

this is where you will find the most commonly used options for that specific application. as you navigate the tabs on the
application, you will notice several icons on top of the tabs.the icons are used to indicate whether those specific tools are

on or off. each tab, except for the tools tab, has an icon that indicates that specific tab is turned on or off. to start a backup
of your data, all you have to do is click on the small arrow at the top of the application as indicated in the diagram below. in

the section provided, you will see a drop-down menu. the first option in the menu, labeled take backup, will allow you to
take an automated or a customized backup of your system.
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you can build your own rescue media for a winpe environment. it's as easy as creating a new rescue media in the old basic
version of acronis true image echo workstation, but you can also now do everything in this version. as mentioned above,

this version includes options for bitlocker support, iscsi support, a web browser, file explorer, explorer shell, 7zip
association, pdf association, custom tools, screen resizing and more! as of 18.2 (and newer), additional acronis products

can be added to the same winpe rescue media if they are already installed on the system where the media is being created
(true image, universal restore, disk director, acronis revive, snap deploy andbackup). advanced- just as easy to use to build
your winpe rescue media as the old basic version! itdoes everything that basic did, but also includes options for bitlocker
support, iscsi support, a web browser, file explorer, explorer shell, 7zip association, pdf association, custom tools, screen
resizing and more! as of 18.2 (and newer), additional acronis products can be added to the same winpe rescue media if
they are already installed on the system where the media is being created (true image, universal restore, disk director,
acronis revive, snap deploy andbackup). with the option to build a rescue media for a windows environment, you are no

longer confined to just building for a dos environment. you can now build for a winpe environment! because of that, acronis
true image recovery is truly a complete recovery toolset that can handle all of your recovery needs. acronis true image
recovery can even build a rescue media for a winpe environment if the drive that you would like to recover from is not

installed in a computer that is compatible with windows, or if you just want to use a tool to recover an external hard drive!
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